




In this Digital Age with daily 500 million tweets, 3.6 billion Instagram posts, 4.3 billion 
Facebook messages, 205 billion emails and 6 billion Google searches, it has become 
incredibly difficult to stay on top of all this data with traditional analysis tools, let 
alone rely on human labour.  
A new breed of technological solutions, namely Big Data, is capable of sourcing data 
from various sources from structured database to unstructured data like PDFs, 
social messaging, and even images. The data will then be transformed into valuable 
information that helps the management gaining insights to their business.  

SPEEDMINER BIG DATA ANALYTICS

Speedminer Machine Learning

Speedminer Big Data introduces Machine Learning that handles huge data 
volumes and is capable of learning from customer’s historical data and 
merge it with information from social media, publication or web sites to 
find the patterns, trends and  associations. This is done so that it can 
construct the Predictive Model that can predict future business trends to 
help our customers to look into the future of their business.

Accurate prediction prepares you for the uncertainty of tomorrow.  If you 
know a customer is dropping out tomorrow, can you do something today 
that may turn the situation around? The answer is probably yes if you 
know the right thing to do.  This is exactly what Speedminer Big Data is 
designed to provide - the information for you to do the right thing.

Speedminer Predictive Analytics

Since ancient days, everyone is dreaming to be able to predict the future.  
Wizards with the crystal ball seemingly able to foretell the future, but in 
this modern age of technology, can you still trust such magical power 
without facts?

Speedminer Big Data connects to various data sources to extract relevant 
data, process it to create predictive model to assist you to look into the 
future, with a proven scientific way.  

Speedminer Big Data Modules
Speedminer Big Data handles structured, semi-structured and unstructured data:

Regression
Neural Network
Decision Tree
SVM, KNN, K-Mean
Graph Theory
Random Forest
Classification Clustering

Predictive Modeling
Document Categorization
Document Clustering
Concept/entity Extraction
Sentiment Analysis
Document Summarization
Document Similarity
Word Cloud
Entity Relation Modeling
Document Search

Text Analytics
Spark
Python
R
Hadoop
Others

Integration to Open Source



Your Big Data Dream

As the CEO of a well-established company, the 
first thing to do upon entering  your office is to 
check on your Corporate Dashboard and read 
filtered news of your strategic partners, 
customers and competitors. Before meeting is 
held, Speedminer reports everything you need 
to know about the prospects of the day with 
information from CRM, social media and more 
information outlets.
From the sentiment analysis of your product, 
you find out the sentiment boosted up by 20% 
after the launch of new marketing campaign 
last week. The system also predicted the jump 
in sales and reported to you precisely the 
increase in raw material that you have to get in 
place in advance.
There will  always be a wealth of messy, 
unstructured, real time data from your 
organization, customers, competitors, and 
markets. To resolve this, Speedminer Big Data 
makes sense out of the data and visually 
presents it to you for effective decision making 
before your rivals do; this will  be your success 
in business together with Speedminer.

Big Companies use Big Data

Amazon predicts what other items you most 
likely want to buy, Netflix predicts your 
preference on movie to watch, Google 
recognizes the objects in images via Neural 
Network to facilitate your search, dating 
services are using Big Data Analytics to match 
people up more effectively.
These billion dollars businesses rely on Big 
Data analytics for the success of their 
businesses, so what about you? Waiting for too 
long to enter Big Data may put your business 
at risk of falling further behind the rivals that 
have begun to transform their decision making 
processes with predictive analytics.

Customer and Market Analytics

Customer analytics is a vital information for 
business success. It anticipates customer 
behaviour, and drives improvements in 
sales, marketing, customer satisfaction, 
and operational efficiency. Businesses tend 
to want their products to be on the cutting 
edge of marketability, to not only gain the 
most profitability, but to edge out their 
competitors. Organizations would find it 
incredibly beneficial to know the demand 
for their products in advance to better 
optimize their production and supply chain. 

Data Science Services

From Data Ingestion to Integration, from 
Business Intelligence to Big Data, every of 
our innovation will be coupled with the 
expert and knowledge of our scientists to 
tailor-made into your solution! Our certified 
and qualified Data Scientists shall take the 
best of Speedminer to solve any problem 
and when a solution does not exist, we will 
design it! It is this philosophy that bring us 
extremely high success rates in our 
implementation, and bring forth many 
creative and innovative designs within 
Speedminer Big Data solution itself!

LOOKING INTO THE FUTURE WITH 
SPEEDMINER BIG DATA ANALYTICS



BIG DATA ARCHITECTURE

Speedminer Data Warehouse on Cache 
Database supports Spark RDD to access 
directly to the database with Shard-Local 
Parallel Read & Write. This is similar to 
Hadoop implementation that supports 
distributed storage across multiple 
servers/environment to achieve extremely 
fast performance for complex solution 
involves extremely lots of data.



BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
Richard Millar Devens first used the term 
"Business Intelligence (BI)” to describe how 
bankers gain profit by receiving and acting 
upon information about his environment, prior 
to his competitors.
BI is a technology-driven process for analyzing 
data and presenting actionable information to 
help corporate executives, and business users 
to make informed business decisions. BI 
encompasses software and methodologies 
that enable organizations to collect data from 
internal systems and external sources, prepare 
it for analysis, develop and run queries against 
the data, and create reports, dashboards and 
data visualizations to make the analytical 
results available to corporate decision makers 
as well as operational workers.

“Those who cannot remember the past are 
condemned to repeat it.”  
George Santayana, 1905

Analyzing historical data to find patterns that 
would initiate corrective action safeguards the 
business from repeating the same errors and 
thus improves the efficiency of business.

Speedminer Business Intelligence is a one-stop 
Analytics and Analysis solution that includes 
Predictive Modelling, Text Analytics, Dashboard 
(Visualization), Analyzer (Data Exploration), 
Data Ingestion, Enterprise Data Warehouse, 
Enterprise Reporter, Web Application 
Framework (EliteSys), Knowledge 
Management, Performance Management 
System (Strategy Map and Balanced 
Scorecards), and Enterprise Integration 
Platform (Ensemble), Mobile Survey, Mobile 
Messaging and Collaboration.  
Speedminer complements all businesses by 
fulfilling most of all their IT requirements.  Such 
a complete package that covers the vast needs 
of business IT is unrivalled and not found in 
any other systems.  The integrated system 
also means lower total cost of ownership and 
higher return of investment with long term 
functionality and usage.  With all these critical 
business systems in place, Speedminer 
Business Intelligence is indeed the ideal 
framework for the Enterprise Application.

DATA WAREHOUSE

When loading data from remote sites, 
Speedminer Data Warehouse (DW) agents 
extract changed data and queue them as 
data packets to transfer to HQ DW. Data 
packet transfers are extremely secure, so 
even if the connection is dropped, the 
system will continue transferring from 
where it has left off when the connection is 
up again. This minimizes bandwidth 
requirement and maximizes performance in 
building Enterprise DW.

Traditional BI is built upon rigid architecture 
that is subject to many restrictions: 
inflexibility in adapting changes, limited 
dimension support  (more dimensions, 
slower performance), slower performance 
with arbitrary time span and multi-pass 
queries, etc. Although some BI claim to 
have overcome the restrictions, the catch is 
huge memory and high specification 
hardwares required. 

Speedminer DW engine is a native 
multidimensional data engine that supports 
RDBMS, Object Database, and Multivalued 
features. This third manifesto data storage 
technology represents the best platform for 
multi-dimensional analysis.



Advanced Memory Management

Speedminer uses efficient memory 
processing to deliver superb performance 
to OLAP queries. The memory is segregated 
to 8K, 16K, 32K and 64K memory blocks 
that efficiently stores and processes 
information in the memory. Unlike 
conventional in-memory technologies 
which require huge amounts of memory to 
host all information, Speedminer Memory 
Management is designed to store most 
frequently accessed information in the 
memory, thus producing the best 
performance based on available hardware. 
Speedminer is the only OLAP engine with 
the support for multiple types of memory 
blocks to maximize performance for 
different data sizes. 

Bitmap and Columnar Technology

Speedminer OLAP uses superior technology 
to convert data and store them as 
compressed bitmap in columnar format to 
enable analysis of huge data quickly. This 
technology delivers faster performance 
with less storage requirements, and a more 
consistent performance as compared to 
other OLAP technologies.



VISUALIZER
A LOOK THAT WORTH THOUSAND WORDS

A good Business Intelligence should be able to 
tell stories based on the data that can be easily 
understood by business people so that they 
are able to make informed 
decisions, or take corrective actions quickly. 
There is no better way to present the story than 
on a rich graphical Dashboard.

“One look is worth a thousand words” 
- Frederick R. Barnard in 1921 

It’s an incredible challenge to ingest and digest 
all the information related to an organization, 
and display it in a coherent yet meaningful way. 
Yet Speedminer Visualizer is capable  of 
delivering the full story of your data by using 
2D/3D charts, map, alert listings, images, 
speedometers/gauges, and other high visual 
impact components that can be understood in 
a single glance!  

Dashboard Personalization

Speedminer Theme personalize 
dashboards to present content 
with different visual styles and 
perspectives as according to the 
preferences of individual users 
and group.

Interactive Filters

Components like combo box, list 
box, date picker, textbox, slider, 
and even image can be used to 
filter the data in analysis, KPIs, 
maps and other data-bound 
objects.

Common Output Standards

Crosstabs and charts can be 
printed or exported in the format 
of PDF, Excel, Word, Powerpoint, 
Text File, HTML and picture.

Chart Annotation

The annotation tool enables 
inclusion of shaped/lines/arrows, 
dialog boxes, and a pencil and 
writing onto the chart.



Data Ingestion modules consolidate data 
from multiple sources and platforms 
into a single, centralized repository. 
Complex reports that require access to 
data stored across multiple applications 
can now be directly extracted from the 
consolidated database. 

Users can place reports onto the 
dashboard with interactive filters to 
allow accurate and precise report 
creation with a simple click.

Hybrid SQL combines multi-dimensional 
queries with SQL queries to give users the 
flexibility and power to build complex 
queries that run faster. Speedminer further 
supports Simplified SQL which does away 
with Complex Join (Join syntax is still fully 
supported). Instead of tables and fields, 
users can also access Subjects and 
Shortcuts which are more meaningful.

Reports can be subscribed and 
automatically distributed to a broad 
audience via e-mail or Portal, thus reducing 
the costs of faxing, and mailing. Reports 
can be viewed on screen or exported to 
PDF, Excel, text file or XML. 

Reports can be saved and dynamically 
refreshed and updated. It can also be 
stored as a snapshot copy for future 
reference or access. 

ENTERPRISE REPORTER
WHERE NOVICES ABLE TO DESIGN THEIR OWN REPORTS

Reporters on the market generally expect users to have understanding of table structures and 
SQL. Other more user-friendly reporters confine users to report only OLAP dimension. 

At Speedminer, with SQL Shortcut, Wizards and intuitive interface support, novices with no 
knowledge of SQL or table relationships, after minimal training, will be able to build their own 
reports, thus reducing the workload of report creation and modification for the IT department.

Speedminer Enterprise Reporter was created with the needs of corporate OLAP/BI and 
operational reporting in mind. The report content can be extracted from Multi-dimensional 
Analysis, Transactional Listing, Class Object, direct low level storage (Global) and also via SQL 
to access data residing in any common databases. Reports can be shared with all or selected 
corporate users or even for quick direct publication via internet. 





ANALYZER
With data from disparate sources consolidated, Data Exploration is essentially the main 
purpose of the entire system to mine the data and discover secrets behind it. Analyzer 
supports the exploration of data through easy drag and drop to form query and analysis. With 
the power to slice and dice, drill down and through the analysis, business users essentially 
have the power to understand everything about the business and the surrounding 
environment, as everything is now at fingertips!
Speedminer Analyzer enables different viewpoints on the information through 
multi-dimensional analysis, whereby measures such as revenue, cost, profitability and 
customer retention reveal previously unseen trends and information when viewed through 
different angles and dimensions. 

Analyzers for Novice and Advanced Users
Analyzers comes with interfaces that suit 
both novice and advanced users. Non-IT 
savvy users find the creation of analysis 
very simple with the intuitive features of 
drag-and-drop, point-and-click, and best of 
all is a wizard that helps beginners create a 
complex analysis through a simple step by 
step guidance.

Charts
Speedminer offers plenty of options, with bar, Gantt, 
line, curve, step, cube, scatter, coordinate, waterfall, 
butterfly, heat map, and other 2D/3D chart types. The 
presentation can be further enhanced with chart 
animation and real-time chart analysis as well as the 
removal of certain data points on the fly. Users are 
given further convenience with the ability to export 
analysis and convert to Excel, PDF, PPT, HTML, PNG.

Toggling between charts and cross tab displays with just a single click.

Hiding and Suppressing Rows and Columns.. 

Different users may customize the theme to better suit personal preference, therefore 
the same analysis may appear in different colours, patterns and layouts for different 
users.

Dimensions and members can be related to specific color to bring consistency 
whenever the same data element is shown in anywhere in the system.

Multiple analysis can be merged by row (appended below one another) or by column, 
this enables creation of complex reports that merge information of very different 
natures or with no relationship together.

Drill to report allows navigation between reports.

Speedminer combines Multi-dimensional Query (MDX) with SQL to yield an extremely 
powerful support to query any data in anyway, this is the unique feature only available 
to Speedminer.

Data Alert enables exception highlight to alert users of irregularities in the data and 
highlight information that requires attention by using images, fonts and colors. 

Wildcards and keywords searches, ranking based on one or multiple columns, 
conditionally and dynamically determine the ranking behavior are among the 
extremely powerful features in Speedminer.

Analyzer supports the link of multiple subject areas in a single query and analysis, thus 
allowing for traditional complex Multi-Pass Queries to be translated to simple queries.

Computation may incorporate complex formulas, ‘if-else’, ‘for-loop’, ‘while-loop’ logic, 
KPIs, statistics, prebuilt functions, calculation of market share change/percentage 
growth, forecasting and budgeting etc. 

Sharing and reuse of formulas and logistics.

Analysis can be sent as attachment in e-mail or included in the Task Delegation. 

Forum discussion tie to analysis, and annotation on charts facilitate collaboration.



WEB APPLICATION FRAMEWORK (EliteSys)
BUILD YOUR OWN SYSTEM

EliteSys Web Application Framework gives 
users a wide range of capabilities from 
developing simple web forms to even the most 
complex web applications. The workflow 
engine facilitates automated business 
processes while giving users control over 
establishing the sequence of tasks to be 
performed. 

EliteSys Framework facilitates rapid 
application development with dynamic and 
interactive web applications for high traffic 
and great performance. The integrated 
modules include a Form Builder, Workflow, 
Library (hundreds of reusable functions), real 
time BI and Big Data engine, as well as the 
Integration Platform fulfil every requirement of 
the application, allowing developers to focus 
only on the Business Logic and User Interface.

The Form Builder features drag and drop, 
allows the user to create the data entry screen 
easily. The output is an interactive web 
application with Theme support.

The Workflow Engine allows processes like an 
approval system , automatic validation and 
checking, routing and other flow control to be 
implemented. Users can choose to email or 
SMS a notification after registration of form or 
upon approval.

The robust framework environment ensures 
high performance and high stability with near 
zero downtime. Ease of maintenance implies 
future changes to the system that can be 
done easily and quickly to accommodate 
frequent changes required by a market driven 
business.

Small Footprint imposes little overhead on the application. With its compression technique, the 
application designed using Speedminer outperforms those built with other framework technologies.

Capable of caching of web documents to reduce the bandwidth usage, server load and perceived lag.

Support Model–View–Controller (MVC) architectural pattern to separate the data model with 
business rules from the user interface for modularization of code and promote code reuse.

Encourage the adoption of Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) as a platform to communicate with 
the legacy applications, allowing for the development of composite application at minimum cost.

Supports the Erchitecture for high availability (Clustering), scalability (Multi-tier Architecture) and 
compliance with Enterprise Application framework requirement. 

Cross Browser support capability to run on mobile devices including iPads.

Application Documentation can be generated from the system automatically.

Hyperevent (AJAX):  

Template and Wizard help developers design, develop and deploy professional applications more 
quickly to meet budgets and deadlines.

Session Support: 

Authentication: 

Supports partially reloading of web pages for interactivity, speed and usability.                

Information is associated internally instead of passing as URL parameters.

Developer can choose to use the Security module, LDAP/AD, or custom built security.

 





PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
ALIGNS EMPLOYEES TO CORPORATE STRATEGY
Chasing the bottom-line of financial profitability, organizations often lose sight of the bigger 
picture. Broadening  the perspectives in performance management and striving for the balance 
and steady growth of the business are the key to ensure long term success. This is the concept 
of Balanced Scorecard.

Speedminer PMS with main components of Strategy Map, the Balanced Scorecard and the 
Initiative Management supports Kaplan and Norton’s Balanced Scorecard design and the 
United Nations Result Based Management methodologies. PMS cultivates employees to 
habitually align their work and focus with corporate strategy via communication on 
organizational goals and objectives, enforcement of accountability, and tracking and 
management of individual, departmental and corporate performance. 

With the features to create and manage initiatives, risks, actions and plans, as well as 
supporting modules like Knowledge Management, Mobile Messaging and Collaboration, PMS 
facilitates the performance management process of planning, feedback, coaching and 
corrective action, as well as monitoring, reviews, sharing of ideas and best practices.

Workflow supports implementation of 
structured performance assessment with 
escalation process.

Data Ingestion crawls social media to 
capture customer sentiment, and extracts 
from database to calculate corporate’s KPI 
and eliminates the need for manual data 
input. 

Auto generation and distribution of 
performance reports and alerts/notifications.

Dill down and Drill through helps in 
discovering root causes of problems.

Cause and Effect enables visual 
understanding of the impact of Action 
and Plan on the performance.

Forecasting/Predictive alerts the key 
issues in advance of time including 
non-achievement of targets.

Wizards: Easier implementation without                
coding.

Cascading Scorecard: Drill to departmental/ 
unit level scorecards.



DATA INGESTION
QUALITY DATA VIA DATA PROFILER

Loading and integrating data represents the 
most important task from Big Data to 
Enterprise Application project, simply
because the accuracy and completeness of 
data will determine the quality of the analysis 
produced. Speedminer Data Ingestion comes 
with Data Quality module to ensure high data 
quality.
Speedminer is capable of ingesting data in 
the form of PDF, MS Project, Excel, web sites, 
social media, SOAP/Web Services/ XML/
JSON, databases, TCP/IP or machines 
and equipment interface including IoT.  
Regardless of the sources, Speedminer is 
able to crawl and merge them for your Big 
Data and BI analytics and reports. 

Most ETL leverages on parallel processing 
to scale up on performance, but 
Speedminer further extends on scalability 
to multi-servers, distributing the burden of 
data loading so huge volumes of data can 
be processed within shorter timeframe.
Speedminer Rules Engine supports 
complex transformation of large volumes of 
data. Speedminer has successfully assisted 
Department of Statistics, Malaysia to 
migrate their extremely complex data 
cleansing rules and processes from 
mainframe to Speedminer System. The 
result is higher efficiency with process time 
down from 12 days to 2 days. 

Speedminer is not only able to send status and data loading error messages, but can monitor 
data to send Business Activity Monitoring alerts via email and online messaging.

Speedminer innovates and enhances the Slowly Changing Dimension to a new level that save 
space, making it more efficient and practical. 

Speedminer supports real time data loading to minimize the need for scheduled downtimes. 
Users can actively use the system even while Speedminer is loading and updating the data in 
the background. 

Wizards makes data loading tasks easier and faster.



Process Sharing with Enterprise Service Bus 

Integration projects has always been difficult 
to manage especially when dealing with a large 
number of disparate systems. Error analysis 
and integration troubleshooting often takes 
very long time if the tracking of the data 
movement is not properly managed. 
Complying with ESB, Ensemble supports 
sharing of business processes, the 
communication between business processes 
via the parsing and routing of messages. The 
unified view of messages between the 
processes enables administrator to see every 
single step of the transmission precisely. This 
enables a very swift and accurate pinpoint of 
the root cause of issues which can 
significantly reduce the debugging time.

Business Process Logic (BPL) 

Ensemble Workflow makes it possible to 
incorporate human interaction into 
automated business processes in areas like 
order entry, order fulfilment, contract 
approval, or help desk activities. 
An Ensemble production achieves workflow 
using a business process and set of 
business operations. The business process 
logics can be expressed in the visual 
manner using open standard BPL as 
opposed to using complex coding for ease 
of development and maintenance.

INTEGRATION PLATFORM
CONNECTS APPLICATIONS EFFORTLESSLY
Many organizations desire to modernize their IT systems. While part of the legacy systems 
may be running perfectly well, the lack of Web Interface and new functionalities may lead to 
management’s decision to phase out the systems. The replacement of entire systems is 
costly, risky and time consuming, therefore a moderate approach is to have some systems or 
functionality replaced with new systems while using Integration Platform to glue the new and 
legacy systems through sharing of data and processes. With Speedminer, you can also 
develop missing modules using EliteSys Framework in forming an Integrated and modernized 
Enterprise System running on the flexible platform. Enterprise Integration Platform which 
normally costs millions of dollars has now become an affordable system with Speedminer.

Speedminer supports Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) and Event Driven Architecture to 
encapsulate the complexity and proprietary nature of legacy systems and expose the data and 
business functionality. Reusing legacy systems reduces development costs and time to 
market. Replacing a system and its functions in phases can also reduce the risk of a complete 
system failure. 

Seamless Integration with Ready Adaptors
The Integration Platform allows IT systems within and between companies to work together 
seamlessly. With a wide range of adaptors, every system’s protocols can now be easily 
integrated:

Data Adapters 
Links to legacy DBMS, RDBMS and object 
databases.

Application Adapters 
Links to applications such as SAP, I2 etc.

Transactional System Adapters 
For systems such as Tuxedo and CICS.

Technology Adapters 
From low level protocols to email systems.

Protocol Adapters 
e.g. HL7 (healthcare) and SWIFT (banking).

Emulation Adapters 
Links to applications on host computers, such 
as IBM 3270 systems, by simulating a series of 
keystrokes.



Business Activity Monitoring (BAM)

At its broadest levels, BAM is the 
convergence of operational business 
intelligence (BI) and real-time application 
integration aimed at reducing delays in 
managing and executing an enterprise’s 
critical business processes.  
Ensemble supports business metrics that 
calculate specific values at a configurable 
time interval. The dashboard presents the 
business metrics in real-time graphical 
display. 

Development

Ensemble contains a full-fledged 
development environment for creating 
adapters, defining integration logic, 
developing composite applications and 
building portals. Older EAI products that 
employ a purely “tools-based” approach 
may break down when faced with a 
particularly complex integration scenario.  
Ensemble’s rapid development environment 
provides all the power necessary to 
complete any integration project including 
the use of programming languages, like 
Java, C#, VB scripting.  

Consolidation and optimization of 
business processes

Ensembling  consolidates many of the 
individual systems to flow into a 
well-orchestrated, comprehensive 
presentation of data. The end result is a 
unified integration platform that puts 
additional value to the integrated solutions 
which will benefit users from various angles 
such as the flexibility to manipulate the 
routing of data using rules configuration 
rather than writing custom codes, reusable 
components for future interface not just 
limited to backend systems but also to 
mobile devices and IoT (Internet Of Things), 
incorporating human workflow for 
integration that requires human 
intervention and also extended 
functionalities for performance and 
business activity monitoring as well as KPI 
interfaces.



KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT
INNOVATIVE APPROACH IN COLLECTING KNOWLEDGE

Many Knowledge Management projects fail due to lack of motivation to better connect with  
the knowledge most commonly searched or required by users. Speedminer takes a different 
approach to collect knowledge from more ways and method and even through conversation 
and discussion.

Ministry of Higher Education (MyGRANTS project) uses Speedminer to implement the private 
Social Network to allow researchers to exchange ideas and discuss just like the Forum or 
Facebook environment. On the Social Network, not only users can see their discussion thread, 
but also all that are related to Knowledge, Feedbacks or Helpdesk issues/log.  



Speedminer Knowledge Management ensures direct and continuous storage and cataloguing 
of valuable knowledge and know-how from the staff. The ability to leave comments, 
guidelines and other useful information promotes a company culture of continuous learning 
that leverages upon the valuable knowledge assets in the company.

When BI user comments on the 
performance or put remarks on the 
analysis, such comment/remarks shall 
form part of the knowledge in 
Speedminer for future search and 
review. From the remarks in Knowledge 
Management, users can click to bring 
up the analysis to have a better 
understanding.

Speedminer Knowledge Management 
can be configured as Help Desk. When a 
complaint is recorded, the Help Desk will 
create a thread under the Category of 
Complain. When the case is closed, 
administrator can remark the 
communications to serve as future 
reference. The query and answer also 
forms part of knowledge in Speedminer.

Accessible via Web Browser and Mobile 
Devices like iPad. 

Speedminer Knowledge Management 
allows dedicated blogs be created as 
points of interest to publish and spread 
ideas and information. 

Video and Audio files can be attached to 
the knowledge thread, and when clicked, 
it will call the windows default player to 
playback the files. Documents loaded 
will be indexed for fast content search. 

Knowledge posted and document 
attached may be configured through the 
embedded Workflow module to route to 
the administrator or manager for 
approval before releasing it to public.

When there are new knowledge added, 
the user can be notified and access it  
via the Knowledge Portlet. Once the 
knowledge is read, it can be set to 
automatically being removed from the 
list.

There is virtually no limit to the number 
of knowledge categories and knowledge 
subcategories or the number of levels of 
nested categories that can be created. 

The powerful search capability enables 
easy locating of information or 
knowledge.



MOBILE MESSAGING
AS EASY AS WHATSAPP

Mobile Messaging Service is a highly 
efficient mode of communication 
that facilitates message delivery. 
Coupled with cheaper costs or even 
free, mobile messaging is a viable 
alternative to expensive telephone 
calls. Phone calls also go 
unanswered when the other party is 
unavailable, resulting in objectives 
not being met.

Speedminer Mobile Messaging 
(SMS Gateway or Mobile App)

Speedminer Mobile Messaging 
supports SMS, pager as well as 
Mobile Messaging App.

With Speedminer Mobile Messaging 
and its automatic reminder, busi-
nesses realize tangible improve-
ments in operational efficiency and 
financial prudence, e.g.:

Speedminer automates sending of 
reminders, alerts and notifications, 
and via the Workflow engine, 
escalation based on business rules 
can be configured.  The key 
advantage of Speed Mobile 
Messaging is cost efficiency as 
there is reduced business overhead 
as costly human operators are 
substituted with the affordable 
SMS charges or free mobile 
messaging. 

Improvement in attendance 
rate and punctuality for 
appointments.

More payments will be 
conducted on time.

Higher renewal rates for 
subscriptions with automatic 
reminders. 

Speedminer Mobile Messaging App

Speedminer Mobile App for 
Messaging supports iOS, Android 
and Windows platforms. It uses the 
push technology to auto alerts the 
mobile subscriber of the new 
messages. Mobile subscriber may 
find features in this app in close 
resemblance to that of Whatsapp.

Enables authorized mobile users 
to perform remote request of 
information by sending query in fix 
format. Speedminer Workflow will 
then query the database or other 
sources to retrieve the right 
information to send to the users. 

Speedminer comes with standard 
reports including statistics, audit 
trail, and sent/received message 
reports. Additional custom reports 
can be generated through the 
Reporter module.

The security module can be 
configured to limit the number of 
mobile messages to be sent out 
by users to prevent misuse of the 
system. Audit trail that tracks the 
sending and receiving of mobile 
messages is also available.

With integrated Scheduler, mobile 
messages can be sent at specific 
interval or a predefined date/time.

Mobile Message template 
supports Unicode and multilingual, 
namely Malay, English, Mandarin, 
Thai, Arabic, Korean, Japanese, 
and German. Messages can be set 
to send in the preferred language 
of the audience.

Features



MOBILE MESSAGING
SURVEY

Speedminer Mobile Messaging Survey

Speedminer empowers the user to be able to select a specific portion of active customers 
based on a specific set of criteria to receive survey via Mobile Messaging (SMS or Mobile 
Messaging App). The survey message can be sent in the preferred language of the customer, 
and response of the customer to the survey will be stored in Speedminer for analysis and 
analytics like the following:

Percentage of customers received the Survey?

What is the response rate? Is there any trend showing correlation 
between ethnic/age group and willingness to respond to survey?

What is the customer satisfaction level towards the service 
delivered? This can even be broken down by department or sales 
person for more detailed insight. 

All these are highly relevant questions in the context of business and customer relationship 
management and what better place to implement the survey than in a Big Data and BI 
platform? 



MOBILE SURVEY
COST AND TIME SAVING SURVEY

Big Data initiative often involves survey to obtain the response of public or designated group of 
people. Survey performed with paper is inefficient as it involves more resources, high printing 
cost, inflexible for updating of survey questions, often time consuming in preparation of survey 
printout and data entry.

Speedminer Mobile Survey App allows you to conduct interviews or surveys virtually anywhere, 
anytime from your phones, tablets, and laptop devices, capturing real time and accurate data. 

Speedminer Mobile Survey App supports offline survey. The survey data is stored locally and 
synchronized to HQ server when connection is available. This is ideal for collecting data in 
remote locations, or simply in places where wifi connection is unreliable.

Survey can be developed very quickly and easily on the fly without programming effort. New 
survey and changes to existing survey will be blasted to all the mobile devices that the next 
survey will be conducted using new layout or the modified questions, and this is also 
configurable.

Support Android, iOS, and windows 
platform.  

Can be customized to run in kiosk mode 
for continuous feedback or survey.

Can be used for any industry from patient 
satisfaction, consent form to customer 
feedback survey.

Quick and easy to assign surveys to 
multiple devices and group.

When the answer of a survey question or 
other criteria matches, system can send 
action alerts to management via email or 
Speedminer Mobile Messaging.

Identify individual response with
time stamped GPS co-ordinates
that can be mapped on Google 
Map when presented in 
Speedminer.

Conduct surveys multilingually 

Upload survey results to the Cloud or 
directly to your own server.

Real time reports, analyses and analytics 
through Speedminer Big Data.

Resume Later feature allows incomplete 
survey to be put aside and resume at a later 
time.

Run multiple surveys simultaneously on the 
same device which include interactive, 
media rich content.



Achievement of Project

Consolidating data that is scattered in multiple locations, servers and database that can have 
slight variations can be a challenging task given a short implementation timeline, but with the 
out-of-the-box support of multi-sites, this task can be achieved simply through easy 
configuration.  

Previously, ABX Express IT used SQL to generate their reports but this was found to be very 
slow in performance due to huge amount of data. With Speedminer, performance is never an 
issue, as the dynamic computation and calculation using bitmap algorithm and columnar 
technology proved to deliver analysis and reports in very short time despite huge volume of 
transactions.

With Speedminer, the previous listing type of reports are given a visual look with charts and 
speedometers on the dashboard, and all these translate to easier understanding of complex 
information.

The most significant benefit is  that business users can now generate reports on their own 
instead of relying on and cause backlog of work on IT. The task of IT is just to connect to new 
data sources where there is standardization of information, naming of data element and 
establishment of relationship between data element.

ABX EXPRESS (M) SDN. BHD.
The project was as express as the nature of ABX Express as we needed to complete the entire 
project within 20 man days! The first part of this project was to develop an Enterprise Data 
Warehouse to consolidate data from multiple servers located in various physical location 
throughout Malaysia.

High volume of business in ABX Express implies huge amount of transactions, but that’s what 
Speedminer is capable of best and built to handle.

The analysis developed including tracking of shipment status, collection analysis by branch 
and by date period, performance and revenue analysis. Another very important analysis is the 
Statement of Account to analyze outstanding debtors according to bracket of time. 



MINISTRY OF HIGHER EDUCATION
MyGRANTS
Big Data Use Case: MyGRANTS of Ministry of Higher Education
MyGRANTS (Malaysian Greater Research Network System) is an online system which caters 
for grant application, evaluation, monitoring and management of Research Grants (ERGS, 
FRGS, GSP, LRGS, NRGS, PRGS, RACE, RAGS and TRGS) under Ministry of Higher Education 
(MOHE). Besides grant processing, MyGRANTS is also designed to assist researchers and to 
nurture collegiality among researchers, in order to develop a critical mass of research by 
offering a conducive research ecosystem.

MyGRANTS has successfully used Big Data technology to achieve what is otherwise 
impossible to attain.

Web Application Framework (EliteSys)
MyGRANTS is developed using Web Application Framework module that supports thousands 
of concurrent accesses without the need for high specification hardware. The entire system is 
running on Cloud architecture with a high availability setup.

Semantic Analysis and Document Comparison (Natural Language Processing)
Semantic Analysis of Speedminer Big Data has the ability to process human language (Natural 
Language Processing – NLP) and is capable of analyzing the submitted grant proposal against 
other proposals in the database, archive and library to list out all the proposals with similar 
ideas. This Document Comparison feature shows percentage of new content added and 
percentage of similarity to the grant panel for comparison to prevent plagiarism and to avoid 
giving many grants to researches of similar nature.

Collaboration
MyGRANTS implements a private social network on the communication platform of 
Speedminer Knowledge Management to encourage collaboration, exchange of ideas, and 
knowledge sharing among researchers. Researchers can add connections to other researches, 
group his connections, discuss and exchange ideas publicly or discuss privately amongst 
project members.

Knowledge Management with Linguistic Machine Learning
With Speedminer Knowledge Management, research knowledge and projects can be searched 
and found easily. With the ability to understand semantic relationships in an unstructured text 
content, dominant/important and related entities can be detected and searched. Search results 
could be similar to the entered keyword or those not similar but its topic is discussed along 
with the entered topic. This is the unique feature supported by Speedminer Big Data linguistic 
machine learning.

Grant Monitoring with Speedminer Business Intelligence
In Monitoring module, project leaders can always record project progresses in terms of budget 
used, milestone achieved as well as exhibition, publication, intellectual property and human 
capital that has been created/invented. Request of member change, budget allocation and 
project timelines as well as progress report submissions can be done online easily. With the 
use of Speedminer Business Intelligence, dashboards with analysis and reports are developed 
to allow admin user to trace the current project status from universities nationwide anytime, 
anywhere.





Suruhanjaya Perkhidmatan Air Negara
(SPAN)

Water Industry Business Intelligence System (WIBIS) 

WIBIS is an integrated system developed using Speedminer for data capturing, 
reporting, analysis and analytics. WIBIS consolidates information from all the water operators 
including their cost and revenue breakdown and daily water production, dam information like 
daily water levels, SPAN internal databases as well as data from Social Media including 
newsfeed, tweets, and web scraping, into the centralized Enterprise Data Warehouse. The 
consolidated information fuels the creation of analysis and reports to post on the management 
dashboard with high impact visualization that allows  users to gain insight to critical 
information related to their department.

Tariff Modelling

The most important module of the entire 
WIBIS is Tariff Modelling. WIBIS helps SPAN 
to make forward projection on consumption 
profile and tariff cost accurately based on 
certain flexibilities  or rules setup ahead to 
allow human intervention if required. By 
using Speedminer, all the calculations that 
has been done manually by using MS Excel 
will be done programmatically by the 
system with checking and alerts. The end 
results can be filtered by user according to 
their reporting needs. This will ensure that 
the output is more reliable and valid. 

WIBIS Big Data Analytics

WIBIS Big Data Analytics involves Web 
Scraping  (auto scrap complains, 
notifications and other information from 
water operator’s websites), Sentiment 
Analysis (on Tweets), as well as automatic 
loading of news of specific topics through 
RSS Feed (Astro Awani, Malay Mail, Berita 
Harian, etc.). 
This Big Data module focuses  on sourcing 
information from internet regarding public’s 
complaint on any water issue in Malaysia. 
All the gathered information is stored in the 
properly categorized knowledge form in 
Speedminer Knowledge Management that 
is systematic and allow for easy search. 

Analysis and Reports

By using WIBIS, SPAN is able to come out with various type of analysis, charting reports and 
graphical management dashboard which replace their previous style of listing reports. As 
reporting is automated, it saves much time and with Enterprise Data Warehouse, all these 
information is now accessible from a single system.  



Malaysia Petroleum Resources 
Corporation (MPRC)

MPRC was formed in 2011 as an agency reporting to the Prime Minister’s Department. It was 
established to see through the strategies to grow Malaysia’s Oil & Gas Services and 
Equipment (OGSE) sector and to position the country as the regional hub. Its role is to 
promote, catalyse and globalize the country’s OGSE capabilities in the upstream, midstream 
and downstream segments.

All MPRC data is manually stored and updated in various Excel spreadsheets in network 
folders and individual laptops. As this approach cannot cater for MPRC’s future requirements 
both in terms of functionalities and volume of data, MPRC has then initiated the Centralized 
OGSE Data and Information System (MPRC CODIS) project using Speedminer. 

MPRC CODIS centralizes data storage to process all industry data and provide powerful 
analytical functions to produce reliable and relevant key industry facts and  information.  

The main dashboard was designed in such a way that the users can gain access to their 
reports via  simple click of buttons and through a favourite list. Frames are utilized to group 
the sectional reports accordingly. Some search parameters are programmed to be filtered 
based on user selection of other parameters.

ACHIEVEMENT

Data is automatically cleansed 
based on the cleansing rules during 
data loading. The administrator can 
easily check for inconsistent data 
and perform further cleansing.

The database centralizes 
information like Management KPI, 
Company information, SWEC 
Information, current and target 
markets, MPRC rankings, financial 
information and many more for 
consolidated reporting.

The security features in the system 
enable different section users to 
access their data and report 
securely.

With the Audit Trail feature, 
administrator is able to track the 
user login information and users’ 
module access events.



DEPARTMENT OF STATISTICS MALAYSIA 
(DOSM)
DOSM is probably one of the organization that performs most analysis in the nation.  
DOSM stores most data in the country that includes Trade, Economics, Finance, 
Population, Agriculture and many other Censuses. In order to convert the raw data to 
the final analysis requested by many government agencies, reporting and analysis 
become the key tasks in DOSM. With the constantly changing reporting
requirements, needs of drill down to identify trends and patterns, alerts on exceptional 
data and complex cleansing of raw data within a limited time for the various agencies 
that require these final reports and analysis, DOSM had therefore decided to look into 
an Intelligence system to handle the requirements.

DOSM had tried out various BI tools, but as the IT Director then, Madam Roszaini 
Omar had mentioned that "The other BI solutions would require more than 40 days 
in redesigning and rebuilding efforts whenever changes are needed. If we do not go 
through this lengthy process of change, the query would run extremely slow".

A user of the BI system once mentioned that "They claimed that they have an 
Ad-Hoc query tool, but whatever we want to query, pre-aggregation is needed for 
decent performance, how can that considers as Ad-Hoc?"

Speedminer was then initiated in DOSM in July 2005 with the objective to solve the 
aforementioned problem as well as to cleanse existing data, create customizable 
reports, KPI, scorecards and perform analysis by division. There is over 300GB of data 
and 300 million records in each division. The initial implementation took place in the 
Trade division, which involved migrating thousands of cleansing rules previously hard 
coded using COBOL and running in the mainframe. It took 4 man months to complete 
this initial phase and it was with overwhelming success that the other divisions 
followed suit. 

With Speedminer's intuitive reporting capabilities, reports to government agencies are 
now delivered earlier than before. As Speedminer is a total web-based solution with 
zero footprint, DOSM has allowed many government agencies such as Central 
Provisional Bank, Inland Revenue Authority, Employee Provisional Fund and others to 
directly access Speedminer reports and analysis via Web browser. 

DOSM used to backup historical data to the tape, but with Speedminer, they are all 
made available online. Through the powerful Data Ingestion and cleansing module, 
Speedminer helps DOSM to track invalid patterns in information quickly based on 
historical data and the business rules entered. For example, inconsistencies in the 
patterns that point to fraud error and manipulation can be detected easily for further 
corrective actions. Many forwarders who intentionally enter wrong information to gain 
tax advantage are discovered by using Speedminer.

"Speedminer has provided DOSM with the right BI tools to effectively provide a 
seamless on-demand analysis solutions for our users. It is powerful and always 
give us consistent performance. From our experience, Speedminer took only 2 days 
to complete a complex POC, which other BI tools couldn't. The maintenance and 
support is simple and the tool is user friendly. DOSM is currently looking into 
expanding the use of Speedminer in the department."

--   Madam Roszaini Omar,  IT Director (DOSM, year 2009)



Trade 

Trade data from Royal Malaysian Customs was loaded into mainframe for checking of error 
using Cobol programming with thousands of hard coded business rule. As rules added and 
changed regularly, therefore maintaining it became a huge headache. This monthly process 
will generate around 10,000 pages of errors which then distributed to around 40 staff to 
perform manual  correction. The correction was then converted to database in mainframe 
and then the second iteration of data cleansing would run the remaining error and printed for 
correction again. This process will be repeated with each iteration containing less errors.  
However, it was impractical to obtain error-free results as it would take far too long for the 
monthly statistical publication to be available.  As a result, the cleansing process would stop 
after about 3 to 4 iterations at around the middle of the month, and the data (now with 
sufficient accuracy) would then be used to prepare the monthly publication. Besides monthly 
publication, Trade division would also need  to process Out-Of-Range Average Unit Price 
(AUP) report, prepare analysis for cross checking and other tedious work. Modification often 
requires changes to 250 programs, a process that took around 3 months to complete. 
With the implementation of Speedminer, most processes are eliminated with the system 
making the analysis and reports available automatically. The entire cleansing process will 
also be completed by 2nd or 3rd day of the month with higher data quality and this enables 
the monthly publication to be printed earlier. The Cobol which is hard to maintain is now 
replaced by Speedminer Business Rule Engine which is simpler. Mainframe which is costly to 
maintain can now put to rest to save cost.
With the recent implementation of new system at Customs, DOSM has initiated the new 
project, Malaysia External Trade Statistics (METS) using Speedminer with further 
improvement in the processing, analysis and presentation of the Trade information.

National Economic Survey (BE)

There are 150 staff performing the survey of 18 pages throughout the nation daily. DOSM IT 
is capable of using Web Application Framework module in Speedminer to design the Survey 
Entry form where the data is captured directly, and with real time data cleansing (with over 
10,000 rules for validation) and real time BI, the quality data is available immediately for 
ad-hoc analysis as well as generating pre-designed reports.
With Speedminer, the manual work that is normally involved with survey is greatly reduced, 
and Speedminer supports the gradual increase of efficiency for businesses commonly.
Implemented within 4 months, the systems also produced over 100 reports. The Analyser 
module gave users the capability to self-define and produce ad-hoc reports. 

National Enterprise-Wide Statistical System (NEWSS)

NEWSS was initiated to increase overall operational and management effectiveness of 
DOSM to deliver quality statistics. Built around the Integrated Statistical Systems 
Framework (ISSF), NEWSS is accountable for integrating statistical system framework for 
census and surveys, efficiently monitoring while managing census and surveys, extending 
the dissemination of statistical information and constantly enhancing the timeliness and 
reliability of its statistical information.
Speedminer was selected as the BI tool to handle data integration, data/survey capturing, 
and integration of workflow for the report as well as the publication that includes more than 
1,000 reports. Analysis reports like RSE reports (relative standard error reports) is also 
produced to determine if the survey reports are accurate or useful. 



MALAYSIA EXTERNAL TRADE 
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION (MATRADE)

Malaysia External Trade Development Corporation (MATRADE), is the 
national trade promotion agency of Malaysia. MATRADE has various 
systems and databases to monitor the trade activities in Malaysia and 
around the world. With increasing economy development and requirement 
for more stringent report and analysis, MATRADE started to look for a 
state-of-the-art Analysis and Analytics solution to help them consolidating 
databases, centralize their monitoring, and provide in-depth market analysis 
with excellent visualization as well as agility in incorporating Big Data 
features like Web Crawling on web sites like Bank Negara for required 
information. As a result, Speedminer was selected to develop the solution of 
Trade Statistic System, Market Engagement System and 
Performance Management System. 

Trade Statistics System (TSS)

MATRADE used to have 2 separate systems in generating trade reports. The 
systems took 13 hours to load Trade Data from SMK (Sistem Maklumat 
Kastam) and process report, but the output is often inaccurate as new trade 
codes can be introduced every month and the systems would therefore 
require vendor’s involvement in setting new codes in the systems. The 
systems also not capable of handling different currencies,  therefore some 
reports would need to be done manually on Excel. Weeks of effort would be 
required and taken up in generating the quarterly printed Trade handbook.

With Speedminer, data from SMK loaded with data cleansing to detect the 
errors in volume and pricing, as well as correctly identifying the company 
that perform the import and export. The cleansed SMK data is then merged 
with Trade data from Department of Statistics, Malaysia to produce 
integrated analysis and reports.

With Speedminer, the processing the report reduced to less than 3 hours 
despite higher data quality produced. Besides, reports are now generated in 
different currencies, denominations and can even  be filtered by different 
groups created by users. With the user-friendly Analyzer module, end users 
are empowered to generate ad-hoc reports and analysis through drag and 
drop, and are able to slice and dice the output to gain better insights and 
make smarter decisions. The self-service nature of the system usage thus 
free the IT staff from report writing to perform more critical task like 
ensuring data quality, and examines various alerts generated by the system.

Speedminer also automates the process of updating Trade Codes, thus 
bringing about a huge save  in time and cost. The Trade handbook is 
generated automatically and is  now made available on a monthly basis 
instead. All these improvements translate to higher productivity, better 
efficiency and morale among the staff, and faster response to queries on 
trade data.



Market Engagement System (MES)

For MES, Speedminer analyses the company information that import and export goods from/to 
Malaysia. The analysis developed in MES including Market Performance Analysis, Trade Promotion 
Program Overseas, and Trade Promotion. All of these analyses help MATRADE in terms of planning, 
preparation and monitoring trade promotion program activities, understanding the current market trend 
and to increase the opportunity for Malaysian Importer and Exporter in a particular industry and country. 

Performance Management System (PMS)

PMS measures the performance (KPI) of the Trade Commission offices on their effort and involvement 
at various Trade Commission offices around the world on how they organize marketing activities and get 
foreign companies participating in the events. 
Previous implementation of PMS that uses spreadsheet involved much manual processes. Due to the 
significant amount of effort and time needed, the PMS reports could only be prepared quarterly. 
The new PMS using Speedminer loads data from MATRADE databases to calculate the KPIs. For other 
information that needs to be captured, the Web Application Framework (EliteSys) module was used to 
design web form for data entry by MATRADE officers around the world. Speedminer then generates and 
displays the performance analysis and report on the dashboard accessible by officers.  
The entire system was successfully designed, developed and implemented within merely 3 months. Now, 
MATRADE is able to view their performances in a timelier manner and with less human error as 
compared to previous manual compilation. Management level users are able to view current 
performance on the fly without having to wait for reports to be manually prepared.



MSM INTERNATIONAL ADJUSTERS 
(MALAYSIA) SDN BHD
MSM International Adjusters (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd (MSM), is one of the largest Loss Adjuster 
firms in Malaysia with huge daily business transactions and over 250 staff stationed in 
branches across every state. 

With the need to process claims of insurance companies faster as well as to produce analysis 
and analytics that help the management make critical business decisions, Speedminer was 
selected as the platform to develop the new system - LAMS.

Speedminer allows transparency of branch KPI which previously relied on manual 
consolidation of reports from branches.

After the system went live for a month, MSM realized that the time to resolve a case has been 
reduced by 50% which is a significant improvement. Now, all it takes to generate the 
management reports such as Bordereau and in-house reports is only a click of the button as 
opposed to time consuming preparation of reports in the past. All these translate to 
significant return on the investment.

Web Application Framework (EliteSys)

MSMS has redesigned previous 3 systems to combine into a single system using Web 
Application Framework. With better data type checking and structured design using 
Speedminer, users have less room for error and thus are able to increase data quality.



Report Template
The Report Template module enables users 
to create report templates that retrieve 
information from the database and insert 
into the predefined fields in the template. 
The template editor provides basic 
Microsoft Word functionalities such as bold, 
italic, insert image and page break. Aside 
from that, it also supports exporting the 
report to PDF and Microsoft Word.

Monitoring via workflow
Monitoring is fulfilled by using the 
compliance rule where the user will dictate 
the deadline of each document submission 
by relative dates: a good example would be 
‘15 calendar days from date of instruction’. 
The system will monitor the sent date and 
declare whether the document has 
complied with the requirements set by the 
user. Another type of monitoring is the 
‘Events’ module which will record the major 
events that has occurred during the 
progress of the case, such as document 
submission, case transfer and case closure.  
All these procedures are made easy through 
the Workflow module in Speedminer.

Data Migration using Data Ingestion
Migrating data from the legacy system is a 
critical task as the historical data 
represents assets to MSM. Speedminer 
Data Ingestion module handles the data 
migration easily and accurately, and most 
importantly the Data Profiler provides 
insight as to what kind of data is in each 
field of tables, allowing users to detect 
various errors in the data including typo 
errors, duplicated entries, integrity errors, 
etc. With the renewed information on errors, 
technical staff can add the cleansing rule as 
part of the process of migration. the data in 
the new LAMS can therefore be assured to 
be of high quality. 

Analysis and Dashboard
One of the major benefits of using 
Speedminer is the availability of the 
Analyzer module, an advanced analysis tool 
that can generate real time and ad-hoc 
analysis reports. With the drill down and drill 
through feature, users are able to learn 
about business operations quickly and also 
identify opportunities and issues as early as 
possible. The analysis and reports created 
can also be saved for reuse as well as be 
placed on dashboard to show charts or 
crosstabs with added filters and othe visual 
components.

Offline App
A key concern of MSM is the ability to work using tablets or laptops without internet 
connectivity (offline). Applications developed using most frameworks will not support such 
requirement, but the Speedminer mobile team has designed the mobile app that works on 
Android, iOS and Windows platforms. The mobile app supports synchronization that 
download the cases handled by the adjuster for viewing, editing and adding new entry on the 
mobile device. The updated information will then be synchronized to HQ Servers when 
internet connectivity is made available. One of the issues for offline data entry is the conflict 
of updates (multiple adjuster updating the same record with different information), but 
Speedminer team has implemented the Conflict Resolution flawlessly.





Speedminer Sdn. Bhd.  is a mission-focused MSC status company. We are deeply 
passionate about building great software and a successful company.  At Speed-
miner, we take a long-term view of our customer relationships. It is important to us 
that our customers get the most from their solution, upon implementation and well 
into the future. We provide comprehensive technical support as well as functional-
ity support and advice.
From building Data Warehouse and Business Intelligence System as our flagship 
products since 2004 and enhancing the products by adding additional modules i.e. 
Integration Platform, Performance Management System, Web Application Frame-
work, Mobile Application etc., now we put our values to work in the services of 
making Big Data Analytics an affordable decision making tools for our customers.
Since its inception, Speedminer has invested its intellectual and financial capital in 
technology that can be used to solve data problems i.e. poor quality data, high 
volume of data, integration etc. Speedminer is constantly looking for ways to 
enhance its products through its research while enabling the powerful analysis 
necessary to generate the actionable intelligence.  Our Data Scientists, Engineers, 
and Developers are ready to assist you and your organization moving into the 
future with Big Data Analytics.






